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Abstract In this paper, a co-evolution method of
game dynamics and network structure is adopted to
demonstrate that neighboring niches of an individual
or population may have great influence in determining
lifestyle adoption. The model encompasses network
structure evolution, denoted Case A, and pure games
participated in by individuals in the network with two
asymmetric branches determining winning and losing
states, denoted Case B. The selection between game
branches is dependent on the demographic of neighboring niches, and favorable or unfavorable effects from
the neighborhood can be made to manifest by setting probabilistic game parameters. Theoretical analysis reveals that losing configurations of Case B, when
stochastically mixed with neutral Case A, can result
in paradoxical winning scenarios where the network

experiences positive gain—a Parrondo’s paradox-like
phenomenon has therefore emerged. It is elucidated
that agitation from Case A increases the probability
of individuals to play the favorable branch of Case B,
leading to unexpected gains in two distinct parameter
regimes. In the paradoxical regions, our analysis suggests strongly that neighboring niches are the cause for
evolution toward social or solitary lifestyle behaviors,
and we present important connections to real-world
biological life.
Keywords Population dynamics · Parrondo’s paradox · Nonlinear dynamics · Ratcheting · Neighboring
niches
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Many phenomena in nature and human society indicate that an individual’s living behavior depends on
the niches of his neighbors. For social organisms, due
to cooperative behavioral adaptations in foraging and
group defense mechanisms in facing external invasion,
a good neighboring niche positively promotes individual survival fitness. For solitary organisms, because
of food scarcity and reproductive competition, strong
neighbors can yield great competitive pressure on their
survival. Whether they live in cooperative colonies or in
solitude, that the lineages of life had thus far persisted
indicates a degree of adaptability—and this raises a
question of the mechanism responsible for the evolu-
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tion of different lifestyle behaviors. What factors affect
these evolutionary paths, and what roles do adjacent
populations play in influencing evolutionary dynamics?
In investigating the influence of neighboring niches
on individual survival, John Conway [1] invented the
Game of Life. In this game, a group of cells is assumed
to be living in a two-dimensional square lattice grid.
Each cell occupies a grid (an unoccupied grid is
called a blank space). The states of eight neighboring cells—four adjacent orthogonally and four adjacent
diagonally—constitute neighboring niches. The game
rules define birth, death and survival processes, in that
(1) if an empty grid has 3 neighboring cells, a new cell
is birthed and placed into it at the next time step, (2) if
a cell has 4 or more neighboring cells, it will die from
overpopulation, and if a cell does not have more than
1 neighboring cell, it will die from isolation, and (3)
if a cell has 2 or 3 neighboring cells, it will continue
to exist. Simulation results reveal intriguing patterns,
reflecting somewhat unexpectedly that complex phenomena can be derived from simplistic, almost trivial,
rules. The Game of Life is one of the simplest and most
famous cellular automaton systems within the scientific
community. Based on this model, various studies have
mimicked diverse aspects of complexity in nature [2–
8], and cellular automata have also seen applications in
digital image processing and encryption [9–11].
In [12], Toral had introduced a multi-agent Parrondo’s game, played with N ≥ 1 players. The game
structure constitutes distinct branches dependent on the
winning and losing states of the neighbors of each
player. For a one-dimensional line topology [13,14],
the neighboring niches consist only of the two neighbors on both sides, and there are hence four branches.
In [15], Mihailovic proposed a Parrondo’s game with
mechanics dependent on two-dimensional neighboring
niches. Simulation results indicate that the neighboring niches have large effects on the winning or losing
outcomes of individuals. For a population composed
of N 2 individuals, each individual occupies a grid in
a N × N two-dimensional lattice. Four orthogonally
adjacent neighbors constitute neighboring niches. The
game model was constructed as an analogue of the
canonical Parrondo’s paradox [16–24], consisting of a
pair of distinct branches with different rules, labeled
Game A and Game B. Game A is played by only
one player on each round, and only one biased coin is
flipped. Game B comprises five sub-branches selected
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based on the winning and losing states of neighboring individuals (for four neighbors, the number of winners N W ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}), with corresponding winning
probabilities pi where i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, respectively.
Simulations show that playing Game A or Game B
individually is always losing, but if Game A and Game
B are played randomly or in a certain deterministic
sequence, a winning result can be generated. This unexpected occurrence of winning outcomes in a seemingly
losing game is known as the Parrondo’s paradox.
It is noted that all the above games focus on the
modification of Game B. In [25], Toral proposed a
modified multi-agent Game A. In this new game,
capital transfer between two randomly selected players provides perturbative effects. On the basis of this
model, Ye et al. [26] had designed a complementary
Game A structure that reflects plausible competitive
and cooperative relationships between individuals, and
the effects of competitive and cooperative behaviors
were explored through simulation analysis.
Conceivably, neighboring niches can have considerable impact on an individual, influencing payoffs in
winning and losing outcomes, and strategic value and
therefore adaptation toward competitive and cooperative behaviors. Is it possible, then, that influence from
neighboring niches is the primary driving factor in
evolution toward social and solitary lifestyles? In this
paper, we develop a new game structure encompassing
neighbor niche-dependent evolution on a lattice grid.
In the proposed structure, branching is dependent on
the number of winners and losers in the neighborhood,
instead of distinct winning and losing states. A lattice
network evolution over time is adopted. Through a theoretical analysis, we find that a ratcheting mechanism
analogous to that in Parrondo’s paradox drives the evolution of lifestyles, with heavy dependence on the configuration of neighboring niches.

2 Game rules
Environment. Our model utilizes a 3×3 two-dimensional
lattice network. Each individual occupies a grid within
this network, and four orthogonally adjacent neighbors
constitute the neighboring niches. An example of such
a network, consisting nine individuals, is illustrated in
Fig. 1a. We adopt periodic boundary conditions [15,27]
such that the lattice is effectively closed into a sphere,
thus ensuring that each individual has four orthogo-
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Fig. 1 Series of illustrations of the 3 × 3 lattice network considered. a Individuals numbered 1 through 9, each occupying a
grid in the lattice. b The four orthogonally adjacent neighbors
to an individual and their labels. c The network lattice after the
swapping of individuals 1 and 5 under the specified evolution
rules. d Illustration of various ensemble states, where individuals colored gray are in a losing state, denoted 0, and individuals
colored red are in a winning state, denoted 1

nally adjacent neighbors regardless of position in the
1 ,
2 
3
network. These four neighbors are labeled ,
4 in the order of up, left, bottom, and right, respecand 
tively, as shown in Fig. 1b. Taking individual 1 located
at the corner of the network (shown in Fig. 1a) for
1 ,
2 
3 and 
4 neighbors correspond
instance, the ,
to individuals 7, 3, 4 and 2, respectively, due to the
periodic boundary conditions.
Evolution rules. Lattice network evolution over time
occurs under the premise that the network topology
remains unchanged (a two-dimensional lattice is maintained). The adopted evolutionary mechanism is as follows: (1) at each time step, two individuals, individual
i and individual j, are randomly selected from the 3×3
lattice, and (2) the locations of individual i and individual j are exchanged, with neighbor connections subsequently re-stablished between the swapped pair, subject
to the periodic boundary conditions. As a demonstration, the lattice configuration after a swap of individuals
1 and 5 is shown in Fig. 1c, illustrating the mechanism.
Prior neighbor connections are not carried over during
the evolution process.
Pure games. Dependent on the winning and losing
states of neighboring niches, the structure of the game
is divided into two branches. If the number of winners
in the neighborhood is less than the number of losers,
Branch 1 is played with a winning probability p1 , else,
if the number of winners in the neighborhood is not less
than the number of losers, Branch 2 is played with a
winning probability p2 . During a game round, an individual on the lattice is selected at random to participate
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and receives an outcome in accordance to these rules—
in other words, the game process is asynchronous [13].
The individual receives a unit of capital for a win and
loses a unit of capital for a loss.
Progression. At each time step, the network lattice
may undergo evolution, or a player may be chosen to
participate in pure games and receive an updated winning or losing state. Selection between these possible
options is stochastic, with probability γ for evolution
and 1 − γ for pure games.

3 Theoretical analysis
In this section, we describe an analytical approach to
describe the dynamics of the lattice network under the
stated game model. We first examine ensemble dynamics under evolution-only circumstances (denoted Case
A), followed by evolution-free, pure-game only dynamics (denoted Case B). The combination of theoretical
results from these two then enables the analysis of the
full dynamics encompassing both network evolution
and pure games (denoted Case C).

3.1 Evolution-only ensemble dynamics (Case A)
There is a total of 29 = 512 possible winning/losing
ensemble game states in the 3 × 3 lattice, as shown
in Fig. 1e. We label these ensemble states in running
decimal notation from S0 to S511 , such that the state
set S = {S0 , S1 , . . . , S511 }. The transition probability
matrix between states is then


P = p Sx →Sy S ,S ∈S .
(1)
x

y

Network evolution through the discussed swapping
mechanism will change the location of individuals in
the ensemble. In this way, the winning/losing states
of the ensemble will be modified. In accordance with
the specified evolution rules, there are C92 = 36 distinct types of location changes (random selection of
two individuals from a 3 × 3 lattice grid). After an evolution round, the ensemble state St+1 at time t + 1 can
either be the same as St at time t, or the game state may
change—we examine these two cases in turn.
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3.1.1 Unchanged game state (St+1 = St )
Suppose there are d individuals in the losing state at
time t in the ensemble. After an evolution round, if
the ensemble state remains unchanged, only individuals with the same state can have exchanged positions.
Therefore, the transition probability
can be expressed
 2
2
/C9 . Sample calculations
p St →St+1 = Cd2 + C9−d
on p15→15 , corresponding to St+1 = St = S15 as
shown in Fig. 1e, are detailed in Appendix A for clarity.
3.1.2 Changed game state (St+1 = St )
Suppose, likewise, that there are d individuals in the
losing state at time t in the ensemble. After an evolution
round, if the ensemble state has changed, only individuals in opposite states can have exchanged positions.
1
kinds of location change,
There are therefore Cd1 C9−d
and the possible outcomes corresponding to each location change are distinct. The transition probability is
therefore p St →St+1 = 1/C92 = 1/36.
Through the presented approach, the transition probability matrix P A of the ensemble can be obtained. In
this matrix, off-diagonal elements are either 0 or 1/36.
The stationary distribution π A can then be obtained
from π A = π A P A . As network evolution alone does
not on average generate a winning or losing outcome
A = λA =
(it is fair), the expected gain E A = 0, and λkl
kw
1/2 for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 511}.

3.2 Evolution-free ensemble dynamics (Case B)
As before, at each game round, the ensemble state St+1
at time t + 1 can either be the same as St at time t, or
the game state may change—again, we examine these
two cases in turn.
3.2.1 Unchanged game state (St+1 = St )
Let si denote the state of individual i in the lattice network, where si = 0 represents a losing state and si = 1
represents a winning state. As individuals are randomly
selected, the probability of any individual i being
selected is 1/9. We also denote
 the neigh the states of
bors of individual i as ηi = si1 , si2 , si3 , si4 , where si1 ,
1 ,
2
si2 , si3 and si4 represent the states of neighbors ,
3
4
 and  of individual i, respectively. As described
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in Sect. 2, the game branch to be played by individual i and the probability of winning pηi ∈ { p1 , p2 } is
determined by the states of its neighbors. The transition
probability p St →St+1 is then given by
1 9
p St →St+1 =
p (i) ,
(2)
i=1
9
where p (i) denotes the probability that individual i
remains in state si , expressed as
p (i) =

1 − pηi si = 0
si = 1.
pηi

(3)

Sample calculations on p15→15 , corresponding to
St+1 = St = S15 as shown in Fig. 1e, are detailed
in Appendix B.
3.2.2 Changed game state (St+1 = St )
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the change
in game state is caused by a state change of individual
i, selected with probability 1/9. Then, the transition
probability psi (t)→si (t+1) from state si (t) at time t to
state si (t + 1) at time t + 1 is
psi (t)→si (t+1) = p(i)/9,

(4)

where state si (t) switches to si (t + 1) with probability
p̄(i), expressed as
p (i) =

si (t) = 0
pηi
1 − pηi si (t) = 1.

(5)

A sample calculation for p15→14 , representing a transition from state S15 to S14 (illustrated in Fig. 1d), can be
found in Appendix B. Through the presented approach
for both St+1 = St and St+1 = St , the transition probability matrix P B for Case B can be obtained. The transition probability matrix P B can then be substituted into
the steady-state equation π B = π B P B to obtain the stationary probability distribution π B . The expected gain
is then
B
B
E B = π B λwin
,
(6)
− λlose
T
 B B
B
B
= λ0w
and λlose
=
where λwin
λ1w · · · λ511w
T
 B B
are the average probabilities of
λ0l λ1l · · · λ511l
winning and losing, respectively, for each ensemble
B = 1 − λB
game state from S0 to S511 , satisfying λkl
kw
B is
for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 511}. The expression for λkw
1 9
B
λkw
=
pkηi ,
(7)
i=1
9
where i is an index
 running over all individuals,
1
2
3
4
ηi = si , si , si , si represents the neighboring niches
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of individual i, pkηi ∈ { p1 , p2 } is the probability
of winning that individual i has with neighboring
niches ηi when the ensemble is in state Sk . Taking
S15 as an example (shown in Fig. 1d), the neighboring niches of each individual are η1 = η2 =
{1, 0, 0, 0} , η3 = {1, 0, 1, 0} , η4 = {0, 1, 1, 0} , η5 =
{0, 0, 1, 1} , η6 = {0, 0, 1, 0} , η7 = η8 = {0, 1, 0, 1},
and η9 = {1, 1, 0, 1}. It can then be computed using
B
= (3 p1 + 6 p2 ) /9.
Eq. (7) that λ15w
3.3 Combined ensemble dynamics (Case C)
It is assumed that network evolution and pure games are
selected to occur at each time step with equal probability, that is, γ = 1/2. The transition probability matrix
for the combined ensemble dynamics is then
PC = P A + P B /2.

combined pure games-evolution Case C, and Fig. 2b
presents a phase diagram across p1 − p2 parameter
space, in which blue regions indicate where the conditions E C ≥ E B and E B < 0 are satisfied, and red
regions indicate where E C ≥ 0 and E B < 0 are satisfied. As the expected gain for the evolution-only Case
A is 0, the red regions indicate the occurrence of the
Parrondo’s paradox [19,20,28–32], in which a losing
strategy (Case B) and a neutral strategy (Case A) combine to yield a winning one (Case C). Specifically, this
is known as the weak Parrondo effect [33], in contrast to the strong effect wherein two losing strategies
yield winning outcomes. We notice that the red regions
are composed of two disconnected sub-regimes, one of
which is the upper left space where p1 is very small
and p2 very large, and the other of which is the lower
right space, where p1 is very large and p2 is very small.

(8)

The stationary distribution can then be obtained from
πC = πC PC , and the expected gain is
C
E C = πC λC
win − λlose ,
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(9)

T
 C C
where λC
and λC
λ0w λ1w · · · λC
win =
lose =
511w
 C C

T
are
the
average
probabilities
of
λ0l λ1l · · · λC
511l
winning and losing, respectively, for each ensemλC
ble
from S0 to S511 , satisfying
kw =


 A gameB state
C
A
B
λkw + λkw /2 and λkl = λkl + λkl /2 for k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 511}.

4 Results and discussion
Figure 2a shows expected gains for the evolution-only
Case A, evolution-free pure-game Case B and the

Fig. 2 Theoretical analysis results. a Expected gain E for Case
A, Case B, and Case C across p1 – p2 parameter space. b Phase
diagram, red regions highlight paradoxical scenarios where a
losing Case B and a fair Case A combine to yield a winning
Case C. (Color figure online)

4.1 Analysis of paradoxical mechanism
To further examine the underlying mechanism responsible for creating the paradoxical outcomes and the
resulting ensemble state characteristics in the different red regimes, we use two sets of parameters p1 =
( p1 , p2 ) = (0.012, 0.912) and p2 = ( p1 , p2 ) =
(0.862, 0.354) for purposes of illustration. We define
the average probability ξ for which Branch 1 of the
game is played as
511 πk m k
,
(10)
ξ=
k=0
9
where πk and m k denote the stationary probability
distribution and the number of individuals playing
Branch 1 when the ensemble is in state Sk , respectively. Using Eq. (10), under parameters p1 , ξ B =
0.4712 and ξ C = 0.4351 are obtained for Case B and
Case C, respectively. Under parameters p2 , we obtain
ξ B = 0.2863 and ξ C = 0.2894. The expected gain
is E = ξ [ p1 − (1 − p1 )] + (1 − ξ ) [ p2 − (1 − p2 )],
from which we find the condition for a fair game
(E = 0) to be ξ = 0.4577 for p1 and ξ = 0.2874
for p2 .
For the first set of parameters p1 , it is noted that
the probability of winning in Branch 1 is small ( p1 =
0.012), and it is therefore an unfavorable branch. We
contrast the average probabilities for playing Branch
1 in a fair game (ξ ), in Case B (ξ B ), and in Case C
(ξ C ), finding ξ B > ξ > ξ C . In other words, the probability of playing the unfavorable Branch 1 is higher
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in Case B than in a fair game, but lower in Case C
than in a fair game, explaining why E B < 0 < E C ,
as indeed observed in our theoretical results. For the
second set of parameters p2 , Branch 1 is instead favorable due to the high winning probability ( p1 = 0.862),
and the comparison of Branch 1 probabilities yields
ξ B < ξ < ξ C , reflecting that the probability of playing the favorable Branch 1 is lower in Case B than in a
fair case, and is higher in Case C than fair. This explains
the E B < 0 < E C paradoxical result observed.
Through the above analysis, we conclude that the
evolution of network structure in Case A perturbs the
neighborhood of individuals in the group, in what can
be interpreted as a diffusive agitation of the game states.
As a result of this, when Case B is selected to occur at
certain time steps, the probability of playing the unfavorable branch reduces (or equivalently, the probability
of playing the favorable branch increases), to produce a
ratcheting effect on the game outcomes. This is analogous to the agitation-ratcheting mechanism underlying
Parrondo’s games. Over time, the counter-intuitive phenomenon of winning under Case C emerges from this
mechanism.

4.2 Steady-state distribution characteristics
We divide the stationary probability distribution of the
ensemble π = {π0 , π1 , . . . , π511 } into 10 categories,
each category containing states with a distinct number h ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 9} of winners. For instance, states
S1 , S2 , S4 , S8 , S16 , S32 , S64 , S128 and S256 all belong
to category 1 as they all contain only a single winner,
and the distribution probability of category 1 is thus
1 = π1 +π2 +π4 +π8 +π16 +π32 +π64 +π128 +π256 .
By analogy, we obtain the distribution probability in

Fig. 3 Distribution probabilities for the various outcome categories in steady state, under a the first set of parameters p1 and
b the second set of parameters p2
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these 10 categories when the system evolves into steady
state, as shown in Fig. 3.
It is observed that under the first set of parameters
p1 , the distribution characteristic of the system is concave against h. The probability of having an all-lose
(h = 0) or all-win (h = 9) steady-state outcome is
relatively high, in comparison with all other possible
alternatives. Under the second set of parameters p2 ,
the distribution characteristic of the system is convex
against h. The probability of having a mixed win–lose
scenario, in particular categories 4 and 5, is higher than
other possible alternatives.
The reason for the emergence of these two distinct
distribution characteristics is that, under p1 , the probability of losing is very high (1 − p1 = 0.988) when
the number of winners in the neighborhood is less than
the number of losers and Branch 1 is played. On the
other hand, when the number of winners in the neighborhood is not less than the number of losers, Branch
2 is played, and the probability of winning is very high
( p2 = 0.912). Winning or losing in the current game
round strongly influences the branch individuals will
play in subsequent rounds of the game. For instance,
when an individual wins in the current round of the
game, the probability of playing Branch 2 increases
in the following rounds for his neighbors. Due to the
large probability of winning in Branch 2, the neighbor is
likely to subsequently win, thus forming a phenomenon
in which the entire group of individuals exhibits closely
matched state changes, resulting in the prominence of
all-lose and all-win scenarios as observed. On the other
hand, under p2 , the probability of winning is high in
Branch 1 ( p1 = 0.862), and the probability of losing is high in Branch 2 (1 − p2 = 0.646). In these
circumstances, a neighbor with a losing state is conducive for subsequent wins by the individual, whereas
neighbors that are currently winning are detrimental in
effect to the individual, as they increase the probability
that the individual will play the unfavorable Branch 2.
This leads to an essentially divisive phenomenon, in
which individuals that win will continue to win, and
vice versa for their losing counterparts. This leads to
the prominence of mixed win–lose scenarios.
The above analysis suggests that there is a different
win–lose assortativity in the spatial distributions of the
two systems, corresponding to the two parameter sets.
In the first set of parameters p1 , the win–lose assortativity between neighboring individuals appears very high,
and closely matched states are observed between indi-
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viduals. In the second set of parameters p2 , win–lose
relationship between neighboring individuals appears
to be of higher disassortativity, ultimately culminating
in the blended spatial characteristics between winning
and losing states of individuals. To verify this, we establish an index ζ reflecting win–lose assortativity, defined
as
511
πk μk ,
(11)
ζ =
k=0




9
4
1
μk =
δsi s j k ,
(12)
i=1
j=1
36


where δsi s j k is the Kronecker delta between states
si and s j ∈ ηi under ensemble state Sk . We obtain
ζ B = 0.9016 and ζ B = 0.4114 for parameter sets p1
and p2 , confirming higher win–lose assortativity and
higher win–lose disassortativity, respectively.
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Fig. 4 Absorbing states of the system under parameters p∗1

4.3 Absorbing states of the system
It is notable that absorbing states emerge in the system
for two sets of parameters, p∗1 = ( p1 , p2 ) = (0, 1)
and p∗2 = ( p1 , p2 ) = (1, 0). Under parameters p∗1 ,
it can be found that the Case B transition probability matrix P B is not full rank, with rank r = 504 <
512. There are therefore 8 absorbing states, namely
S0 , S7 , S56 , S73 , S146 , S292 , S448 and S511 , illustrated in
Fig. 4. The system must evolve toward one of these
states if Case B is always chosen at each round, and
the steady-state configuration of the system must match
one of these ensemble states. At the same time, we also
observe that the Case C transition probability matrix
PC is not full rank, with rank r = 510 < 512, indicating the presence of two absorbing states. Through the
agitation effects of Case A, the network can be excited
out of the absorbing states S7 , S56 , S73 , S146 , S292 and
S448 , but states S0 and S511 remain absorbing, as these
configurations are homogeneous and the states of all
neighbors are left unchanged through the swapping
mechanism of Case A.
With parameters p∗2 , the rank of transition probability matrix P B is r = 497 < 512, suggesting 15 absorbing states, namely S78 , S84 , S98 , S113 , S140 , S149 , S161 ,
S170 , S228 , S266 , S273 , S284 , S291 , S338 and S393 , shown
in Fig. 5. It can, in contrast, be observed that PC has
full rank with a deterministic stationary distribution.
Therefore, the agitation effects of Case A enable the
network to jump out of all Case B absorbing states,
leading to an absorption-free Case C.

Fig. 5 Absorbing states of the system under parameters p∗2

In fact, the high win–lose assortativity when p1 is
small and p2 is large (Sect. 4.2) can be observed visually in Fig. 4, and the low assortativity when p1 is large
and p2 is small can be observed in Fig. 5. In the former, large contiguous regions of homogeneous states
emerge, but in the latter winning and losing individuals
are dispersed.

5 Conclusion
In the real world, neighboring niches may have both
favorable and unfavorable effects on biological life, as
an inexorable result of resource scarcity, competition
in reproduction, and territorial expansion and defense.
We had therefore developed the pure games, played in
Case B, to have two branches. The favorable or unfavorable effects of the neighboring niches are implemented in this game structure by setting the win–lose
probabilities of these two branches, and the selection
between branches is dependent on the states of neighboring niches. This construction had revealed ratcheting effects of neighboring niches on the evolution of
the network state, reflecting in an idealized sense biological evolution in real-world ecosystems.
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Moreover, even when Case B was set to be losing
and Case A, representing an evolution of the network
by swapping individuals in the network, was by nature
fair, alternating between Cases A and B in a random
order can lead to unexpected winning outcomes with
positive expected gains. A Parrondo-paradoxical phenomenon of “lose + lose = win” has thus emerged in this
simplistic cell automaton system. Theoretical analysis
has revealed two distinct regions in parameter space
that exhibit such paradoxical results, with two corresponding ratcheting mechanisms at play. In the parameter regime of small p1 and large p2 , a synergistic
positive-feedback mechanism between an individual
and its neighbors results in closely matched states, with
a high degree of win–lose assortativity, and a steadystate distribution that is likely all-win or all-lose. In
this regime, the ratcheting effects promote the formation of social patterns, with emergent cooperative-like
phenomenon modifying fitness at a group level. On the
other hand, in the second parameter regime of large p1
and small p2 , antagonistic effects between an individual and its neighbor result in a mode of influence that
is in effect divisive and exploitative, leading to mixed
win–lose states and a high degree of disassortativity
between individuals. In this regime, fitness is modified
at the individual level and intra-group divergence is
essentially uncontrolled, potentially presenting a route
for the evolution of solitary lifestyles in which individuals or populations isolate themselves from counterparts
exhibiting similar characteristics.
We further remark on the potential connections
between the cellular automaton-based game model
in this study and eco-evolutionary processes in the
real world. A particularly relevant example is that
of penguins, which are typical social animals. In the
harsh Antarctic weather, penguins depend on intercooperative colony life to withstand the severe cold [34,
35]. The close clustering of penguins allows the sharing
and conservation of body heat to achieve an all-win situation, similar to the phenomenon observed in Branch
2 within the first paradoxical regime (Sect. 4.2)—the
greater the number of warm individuals in the neighborhood, the more likely they are to stay warm. At the
same time, the harsh cold means that the temperature of
penguins in the outer layers will inevitably drop, and
static packing may also result in overly warm conditions for those in the interior; this temperature difference is detrimental to survival. Therefore, individual
penguins regularly switch positions within their group
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to alternate between braving the cold at the exterior
fronts and conserving heat in the interior—this is similar to the agitation effect of Case A. Such behavioral
strategies enable improved population fitness. As a second set of examples, we consider solitary organisms,
such as the cricket, mantis and scorpion [36,37]. There
is strong competition between individuals in proximity to one another, resulting in prominent survival-ofthe-fittest selection pressure where a divide between
the strong and weak emerges and persists, similar to
the second paradoxical regime; in some cases, weak
individuals facing competitive disadvantage may find
alternative habitats, in similar vein to the agitation of
Case A.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Sample calculations for Case A
Here, we illustrate the calculation of transition probability p15→15 representing a transition from state S15
to S15 (St+1 = St ) as shown in Fig. 1d. The ensemble
remains unchanged (St+1= St ) after
 evolution with a
probability of p15→15 = C52 + C42 /C92 = 16/36.
On the other hand, for the St+1 = St case,
taking S256 as an example, St+1 can be one of
C81 C11 = 8 different states, namely Sk with k ∈
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 128}. The transition probabilities of
S256 evolving into any of these 8 possible states are all
1/36.
Appendix B: Sample calculations for Case B
Again, we use S15 (shown in Fig. 1d) as a demonstrative example when the ensemble remains unchanged
(St+1 = St ). The states of all individuals do not change.
Starting with individual 1 with a state of s1 = 0, the corresponding neighbor states are η1 = {1, 0, 0, 0}, and

Ratcheting based on neighboring niches determines lifestyle

since the number of winners is less than that of losers,
Branch 1 is played with probability of winning p1 and
probability of losing 1 − p1 . Therefore, individual 1
remains in state 0 with probability p (1) = 1 − p1 .
In similar fashion, the probabilities for individuals 2
to 5 to remain in state 0 are p (2) = 1 − p1 and
p (3) = p (4) = p (5) = 1 − p2 , and the probabilities for individuals 6 to 9 to remain in state 1 are
p (6) = p1 and p (7) = p (8) = p (9) = p2 . This is
expressed succinctly in Eq. (3). A transition probability
p15→15 = (5 − p1 ) /9 is then obtained from Eq. (2).
Next, we demonstrate calculations for p15→14 , representing the case of transition from state S15 to S14
(St+1 = St ), illustrated in Fig. 1d. Individual 9 changes
from the winning state 1 to the losing state 0. The
corresponding states of its four neighbors are ηi =
{1, 1, 0, 1}. The number of winners is greater than
that of losers; thus, Branch 2 of the game is played
with probability of wining p2 and probability of losing 1 − p2 . The probability of changing from the
original winning state to a losing state is therefore
p̄(9) = 1 − p2 , and the transition probability is computed to be p15→14 = (1 − p2 ) /9, as expressed in
Eqs. (4) and (5).
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